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1. Markthalle: Fancy food court.  Take-away and sit-down.  Lots of 
ethnic foods.
2. Grosse Schanze Restaurant:   Nice cafeteria with good views of 
the mountains.  Tends to be crowded.  On the terrace overlooking 
the city.
3. Uni Mensa: University dining hall open to public.  Not super 
cheap without employee discount (given the food . . um . . quality).  
Follow all the people upstairs. Take-away snack bar downstairs 
(good fries there).
4. Name?: Nice co�ee shop on the corner.
5. Pepe’s:  Italian deli.  Outstanding panini.
6. King’s Kabob: Turkish restaurant.  Take away and sit-down.  
Owner is super nice. Can be slow. 
7. Restaurant Beulieu:  Pricy sit-down.  Swiss food.
8. Casa D’Italia: Basic pastas and pizza.  Reasonably priced daily 
specials.  Service can be slow.
9. Curry Legend: Sit-down Sri Lankan food.  Can be slow, but good.
10. Hallerladen: Organic grocery with sandwiches, yogurt, etc.
11. Name?: Middle eastern take-out with great vegetarian choices.
12. Mahamaya: Indian eat-in (but crowded) or take-away. 3 daily 
choices.
13. Mappamondo: Basic Italian cafeteria.  Cheap.  Good for large 
groups.  Great tiramisu and espresso (order from waitress after 
getting main lunch at cafeteria counter). Enter through glass doors 
to the right of the main restaurant entrance. 
14. Migros: Grocery on ground �oor.  Cafateria on 1st �oor (up 
escalators).  Good for large groups.  Cheap.  Lots of Swiss food.
15. Name?: Italian restaurant.  Local hang-out for regulars.  Football 
games on at night.  Good homestyle Italian.
Bahnhof (train station): There’s also lots of take-away in the 
Bahnhof and an all-vegetarian cafateria, Tibits (expensive, 
crowded, but yummy).

Note that all restaurants serve lunch from about 11:00 to 15:00 then 
close.   Most of the restaurants listed above are not open for dinner, 
except for 6, 7, 8, and 15, which open for dinner around 18:00 or 
19:00.  See Dinner Map for places in town to go for dinner.
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